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Earlier this year, SPARFELL Luftfahrt GmbH 

successfully passed the IS-BAO Stage II audit again and 

renewed the certificate issued by the International Business 

Aviation Council (IBAC). 

Around the world, IS-BAO is widely recognised as the 

benchmark for safety and efficiency in business aircraft 

operations and aims to endorse operational practices of the 

highest quality.  

Edward Queffelec, CEO of SPARFELL 

and Accountable Manager of the AOC, says, 

“My predecessor, the great Niki Lauda, put in 

place a strong and sustainable system to 
ensure that our impeccable standards of 

safety and service are maintained in every 

situation. By maintaining the IS-BAO 

accreditation, it reassures our customers that 

our safety management activities are fully 

integrated into our business and that a 
positive safety culture is in place.”  

SPARFELL wishes to keep the late Niki Lauda’s vision of perfection alive through all 

its operations, with Niki Lauda’s spirit – the Esprit Lauda – defined by constantly striving for 

the highest safety standards and front-line professionalism. SPARFELL acquired 
LaudaMotion Executive – later renamed SPARFELL Luftfahrt GmbH - in 2019 and has 

continued to implement Niki Lauda’s principles in daily operations, going above and beyond 

standard required regulations – which is precisely what the IS-BAO STAGE II certificate 

represents. Edward Queffelec adds, “the team and I are very pleased to keep our IS-BAO 

accreditation along with our very own safety standard, the “made by Niki Lauda” safety 

standard.” 



 

 

 
About SPARFELL: 

SPARFELL remains one of the few privately held, family-managed companies operating in business 
aviation. It is one of the few companies worldwide that offers such a wide selection of services under 
one roof to ultimately better serve its customers: aircraft charter, aircraft management and aircraft 
trading. With expertise in all aircraft types, whatever a client’s need is in aviation, SPARFELL offers 

advice from A to Z and beyond. 
The standards and principles that SPARFELL enforces when providing its expertise in aircraft are also 
applied to other domains that SPARFELL ventures into. The company also offers travel and concierge, 

yacht management, and property and luxury asset management services. 




